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Introduction 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

The visit 
Due to time constraints we were unable to spend the entire day on the bus, as some have 
done before. Also since the school is no longer in session, the bus has ceased to operate 
as a school bus. 
 
It is able to spend more time for the study class and NFE class sessions. The bus currently 
operates at Cross Maidan, Crawford Market and Fashion Street. We visited the bus while 
it was parked at Fashion Street and was conducting an NFE class for the street children of 
the vicinity. 
 
When we got to the bus, Lalita, the afternoon teacher had started with her NFE 
curriculum. It was a mixed bunch, with fairly young kids and older ones all mixed 
together. Being a non-formal class, the material and methodology used differs from that 
for the school going kids. There were about 25 kids about 9 of which were girls. Some of 
the children were actually enrolled in school (about 4) but were attending the NFE class 
that day since they hadn’t been able to attend the study class. 
 
The presence of visitors does distract the kids somewhat, but y are a group that has been 
attending classes on the bus for long enough that they seemed to know the drill. In 
particular, they know to greet the visitors, by saying “Namaste Sir”. The bus is a familiar 
site, the parents know the teacher and kids seem to assemble onto the bus quite well. 
They all seemed eager to come aboard, although some stragglers kept coming in later too. 
The teacher started the class with a prayer – a song from “do aankhe baarah haath” – aye 
maalik tere bande hum”, followed by gayatri mantra. Then the teacher got engaged with 
kids by asking them about various tastes and food items that have these tastes. The 
children participated in this discussion with full enthusiasm and I believe it created a right 
atmosphere for further learning. The teacher then went on making the kids practice their 
letters, first by writing out a series of sentences and then making the children write out 
first simple letters then more complex ones. The kids were all eager to come to the front 
of the class and be called upon and Lalita had to make sure that she gave a chance to the 
ones that seemed more hesitant. 

The running expenses (see budget proposal for 
details) for the School-on-Wheels (SOW) program 
in Mumbai is being funded by Asha NYC/NJ since 
2000. This is one of the many programs that is run 
by Door Step School. The SOW is used for 
conducting non-formal education classes (NFE) 
for out-of-school children as well as study classes 
for school going children, as a school bus and also 
to take children on field trips and education visits. 
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Bina Lashkari had joined us for the session and gave us an overview of the functioning of 
the SOW. She also seemed familiar with many of the kids and proceeded to ask them 
various questions. She also took an impromptu look at their individual notebooks and 
made comments about their work (and also the fact that the kids should utilize the pages 
better!). 
She showed Shrikant the attendance register and explained how it is maintained. 
Although the latest one was not available as it was sent for reporting, the old register 
indicated that the records are being maintained meticulously. The performance 
evaluations for the class had already been submitted to the office in preparation for the 
year end annual report and was not available. The data should be available once the 
annual report is published. 
 

Current Schedule and Operations 
 
7:30 – 8:30 School bus drop-off (morning shift) 
9:00 – 11:00 Crawford Market (NFE Class) 
11:00 – 12:00 Fashion Street (Study Class) 
12:00 – 1:30 School bus drop-off and pick-up (afternoon shift) 
1:30 – 2:30 Break 
3:00 – 5:00 Fashion Street (NFE Class) 
5:30 – 6:00 School bus drop-off 
6:00 – 7:30 Cross Maidan (Study Class) 
 

Recent Educational Trips 
 

��Rani Baag Zoo 
��Hanging Garden 
��Victoria Museum 
��Nehru Science Center 
��Nehru Planetarium 
��Mahim Nature Park 
��Monginis Cake Factory 
��Parle Biscuit Factory 

 

Issues 
 
The main issue with the bus is that since it is about to complete 8 years of operation as 
per BMC rules, it will no longer remain roadworthy. The various options considered have 
been 
 

��convert to run on CNG – expensive, also not enough filling stations* 
��convert to run on LPG – not considered safe, especially since children are 

involved 
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��switch with newer Pune SOW – Pune bus is smaller and might not be adequate. 
Also Mumbai bus is too big for smaller Pune roads. 

��get special permission from RTO to run the bus – RTO has rejected this. The 
donors of the bus, the Japanese Consulate, will be making a special request to the 
RTO commissioner and the result of that meeting will be known soon. 

��buy a new bus – this may well turn out to be the final action. the process for this 
has already been initiated. 

 
* The CNG option should be evaluated in more detail as it may save upto Rs.10 lakh in 
comparison with buying a new bus. As the bus does not run for long distance, the filling frequency 
may not be much and hence problem due to shortage of CNG filling stations may not be so 
severe. 

Run-in with Akanksha 
 
This has now been seen to be an issue that arises from time to time. Various NGOs are 
unable (or unwilling) to work in conjunction with one another and sometimes friction 
arises due to working in the same area. Akanksha, a similar NGO has been seen to be 
taking away children that have heretofore been attending the classes on the DSS SOW. 
The enticement offered in the form of gifts or food is too strong for children to resist. In 
accordance with DSS philosophy, no handouts of any kind are given by DSS. 
 

Future 
 
The SOW is seen to fulfill its main objectives. It serves as a mobile school that can be 
used to reach out to communities that are hard to reach or where it is impossible to get a 
suitable location for conducting classes (like the very busy and crowded Fashion Street). 
The flexibility of being able to use it for communities that often change location is 
valuable. Finally it still serves as a strong symbol of what Door Step School does, it’s 
apparent visibility improve the image of DSS amongst the communities it serves as well 
as helps in reinforcing the work DSS does for well wishers and donors. 
 
The bus is currently running a full schedule and will continue to do so. 
 
There is an intent to revive the toy library on the bus, which is no longer in use. That is 
something that can be pressed for in the coming year. 


